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About
BOS Canada
BOS Canada is an independent, registered Canadian
charity founded to support orangutan conservation
and to raise awareness of the serious threats to
orangutan survival. We are dedicated to protecting
wild and rehabilitant orangutans and their native
habitat. Activities in Canada focus on education
and fundraising. The funds we raise primarily support orangutan protection in the field, in Indonesia
and Malaysia, e.g., rescuing displaced wild orangutans, rehabilitating ex-captives to forest life, surveying and protecting existing orangutan populations and habitat, and conservation education. We
operate entirely by dedicated volunteers to minimize administrative costs and ensure that the funds
we raise reach the projects we support in the field.

From the
Executive Director
BOS Canada has been quiet this year in Toronto,
but not in the field. There are two main reasons.
First, I was in Borneo for most of the year, on
sabbatical leave and working on my new wild
orangutan research and conservation project in
Kutai National Park, East Kalimantan. Second, the
server that had supported our website for several
years was shut down unexpectedly. We have had
to reconstruct the website from scratch and move
it, and took the opportunity to redesign it as well.
It has taken longer than we had hoped, but I am
happy to report that the website is now back up.

Charmaine Quinn continued volunteer work at the Sepilok orangutan rehabilitation project in Sabah. Michael
Reid is completing his PhD dissertation on tuberculosis
in orangutans and exploring further collaboration on
studies of disease in Kutai orangutans. Michael Young
and Dan Hammerschlag, students in York University’s
Master of Environmental Studies program who visited
Orangutans in Kutai National Park. I spent 9 Kutai, recently organized a speaker event about Kutai’s
months working at the orangutan project I orangutans and BOS Canada through York’s Institute for
launched in Kutai 2009, designed as science for Research and Innovation in Sustainability.
conservation. Main accomplishments in 2011 were
expanding facilities, collecting enough data to Donations. We are very grateful to receive $2000 from
analyze short term patterns in orangutan travel a new donor. The funds will help support work on the
and diet, hosting our first professional visits, finding Kutai orangutan project.
funding support, protecting the park in our study BOS Canada Conservation Grants. In 2010, we conarea, and giving professional and public talks on the tinued and expanded our conservation grants to support
park, its orangutans, and this project. All these projects that contribute to orangutan conservation.
activities improve protection for Kutai’s orangu- Report from two of the projects we helped to fund in
tans and their habitat.
2010 are in this newsletter.
BOS CAN members have also been active on
other fronts. Kristin Andrews met with the Arcus
Foundation, a major source of financial support for
great ape projects, and discussed our orangutan
work. Josh Smith is collaborating with a gorilla
sanctuary in Africa to design a rehabilitation program. This collaboration is a product of the
orangutan forest school design that we developed
a few years ago with a grant to BOS Canada.
Adam Bebko collected field data on what information Kutai orangutans use to select their travel
routes. Laura Adams is completing a study on
orangutan visual acuity and looking preferences.

New orangutan adoption program. With the Kutai
orangutan project, we have launched a wild orangutan
adoption program (see announcement).
Looking ahead. Plans for 2012 include talks by experts
working for orangutans and other primates, funding
conservation-oriented orangutan work, developing collaborations with other agencies for orangutan protection
(zoos, sanctuaries, individuals), and extending our conservation work in the field.
We sincerely thank everyone who have enabled our
work to date, and very much hope that we can count on
continued support this coming year.
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Orangutans in Kutai National Park
By Anne Russon — Conservation Grant Recipient 2010

The Kutai Orangutan Project is a new project that I established in
2009 in collaboration with Kutai National Park (KNP) authorities, to
improve knowledge and conservation of the park’s orangutans.
These orangutans need protection, effective protection requires
understanding their habits and needs, and they are not currently well
known, appreciated, or protected. I therefore designed this project
around long-term research on their behavior and habitat use. In
2010, BOS Canada kindly granted me $1,275 support for the salaries
of my field assistants who monitor KNP orangutans and their habitat.
KNP orangutans belong to the E Kalimantan population of the easternmost Bornean subspecies, Pongo pygmaeus morio.
Bornean
orangutans are now classified as three subspecies—morio (east: Sabah, E Kalimantan), wumbii (central-west) and pygmaeus (northwest).
Compared to other orangutan habitat, E Borneo is the least productive and suffers the most severe irregular droughts, so morio faces the
poorest diets and longest, harshest food lows. Morio therefore differ
from orangutans elsewhere, physically and behaviorally. They are
often described as “black”, for instance, rather than red or orange
like Sumatrans or other Borneans. They may also be the toughest
orangutans, specially adapted to E Borneo’s poor, harsh habitat: they
appear to rest a lot and travel and socialize little, perhaps because
their poor diet means they must economize on energy spending.
They are important scientifically for surviving at the worst margin of
the orangutan’s geographic range. Conservation-wise, their special
habitat and adaptations need to be taken into account.

is accumulating, so morio EK may have adapted independently and
differently. They are also governed separately (Indonesia vs. Malaysia). So morio EK should probably be managed as a separate taxonomic and conservation unit. In this light, morio EK is highly vulnerable to extinction. Its most recent official population estimate is
5,250. This makes it more fragile than the Sumatran orangutan,
which the IUCN classifies as critically endangered at a population estimated at 6,500. Morio EK is even more vulnerable than these numbers suggest because its population is highly fragmented and its habitat is the continuing target of extensive human development. Morio

Morio in E Kalimantan (EK) probably differ from morio in Sabah.
They are geographically isolated and evidence for genetic differences

Orangutan subspecies within Borneo
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Continued….
EK should be a major focus of research
and conservation attention.
Unfortunately, little is known about morio
EK behavior today, although they were the
first wild orangutans studied in Indonesia.
Rodman, from May 1970, and his successors (Mitani, Leighton, Suzuki) contributed
greatly to early understanding of orangutans
through their studies of morio in KNP.
Little has been done since the early 1980s,
however. Lack of interest is the reason and
it probably owes to the common belief that
KNP and its orangutans are write-offs. In
2004, for instance, KNP was recognized as
one of the few remaining strongholds of
morio EK and its orangutan population identified as a priority population for conservation with an estimated size at 600. In 2009,
news reports emphasized continuing uncontrolled human intrusions, and pessimists
claimed the park’s remaining orangutans
were already virtually eradicated, with only
30-60 individuals surviving.
Both KNP and its orangutans have indeed
suffered major damage, ranging from poaching, encroachment and surrounding commercial development to massive forest fires
in 1982-3 and 1997-8. Threats like this
persist today because KNP protects a large
expanse of coastal lowland rich in valuable
resources, coal and agricultural land included. Reports of their demise are, fortunately, greatly exaggerated.
KNP officials report ca 580 km2 of the park
is relatively intact and ca 600 km2 of its
burned forest has been recovering as secondary forest for the last 13 years. Researchers are finding high conservation
value in recovering Bornean forests elsewhere—with time, they regain much of
their biodiversity and carbon storing capacity—so signs for KNP are good. In 2010,
systematic surveys in KNP’s eastern sector
also found evidence that the park’s orangutan population now numbers 1000-2000.
The upshot is that morio-EK should be a high
priority for research and conservation,
especially in KNP. On both research and
conservation fronts, understanding of morioEK needs updating because of changes to
their population and habitat. One important
facet of conservation in the KNP area is
politics. In the face of prevailing beliefs that
KNP and its orangutans are irreparably
damaged and active efforts to convert some
of KNP to commercial development, new
estimates of the conservation value of KNP
and its orangutans are urgently needed to
establish the merits of protecting both.
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Orangutans in Kutai National Park
Science can contribute to all these goals.
For the Kutai Orangutan Project, I chose
to focus on ranging because travel patterns
offer a good overview of orangutans’ habitat needs and usage, social structure, and
cognition, i.e., how they learn about and use
their habitat effectively and efficiently. Aims
include using research to serve conservation, by regular monitoring, helping assess
the conservation value of these orangutans
and KNP, and enabling more effective conservation by improving knowledge.
We started searching for a new site in the
summer of 2009. With KNP field staff, we
surveyed several areas of the park for
orangutan presence and vulnerability to
poaching and other illegal activities. On this
basis, we chose an area extending ca 8 km
along the Sangata River (E-W), KNP’s north
border, and 1-2 km inland (0 34'06"- 32'53"
N, 117 25'51"- 27'35" E, 30-220 m asl). It
overlaps Mentoko, Rodman’s original site.
Habitat wise, our area is recovering from
extensive fire damage in 1982-3 and 1997-8.
It now offers a mix of primary and secondary forest and grades from flooding riverine and stream-fed valleys and slopes to hill
dipterocarp forest. This area also needs
protection. The Sangata River, only ca 30
m wide, is its only barrier and it is easily
crossed. We can (and have) waded across
in the dry season. A public road also runs
30-50 m from the river’s edge, increasing
the area’s vulnerability to incursions. Damage we find shows this area has been and
still is subject to poaching.
We began work at this site in November
2009. Early work involved setting up a
basic field camp, cutting trails to allow us to
explore the forest, setting up vegetation
plots to allow us to monitor seasonal fluctuations in orangutan food availability, and
searching for orangutans. We followed our
first orangutans early in January 2010, although they lost us within a half day.
After working at this site for 2 years, we
have a field research post, a trained field
team of five local field assistants, manager,
and camp cook, 4 vegetation plots, 2 fruit
trails, a boat and a motorcycle. We have
encountered at least 35 orangutans in our
study area (6 adult females with offspring, 1
female and 4 male adolescents, 5 flanged
and 13 unflanged adult males). All appear
to be healthy and reproducing normally.
We have followed 29 of them at least
briefly and 10 for > 5 days, for a total of
over 2000 hours observation.

Top to bottom:
Sangata River: park side (left), road side (right)
Field research post
Pak Yunus, senior field assistant, collecting data
Sally, adolescent female, one of our newest finds
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Continued ….
Of the data we have collected, only about the
last year’s worth is decent. We were learning
in the earliest months and the orangutans were
not yet habituated. Most of the orangutans we
follow are still only semi-habituated, at best:
several still threaten us repeatedly and most
find ways to lose our team within 3-4 days.
The one year’s data we now have is the minimum needed to start assessing patterns. This
is because food availability is the major factor
guiding orangutan behaviour. Food availability
varies strongly in location, quality, and abundance with wet-dry seasonal changes, and these
changes follow annual and supra-annual cycles.

Findings. To date, we can say that the
orangutan community in our area is strong.
Based on independent orangutans we find regularly in our area (7 females, 6 males), we estimate a density of 3-4/km2. This is close to
density estimates in the 70s-80s, so these
orangutans and their habitat seem to be recovering well from severe damage. Their success
may owe, in part, to relying on unusual foods:
a palm endemic to E Borneo, many lianas, and
numerous terrestrial herbs (gingers included).

NEWS 2011

Orangutans in Kutai National Park
which show that orangutans are travelling and
feeding on the ground in all areas and in all
seasons. This could reduce energy expenditures (removing the costs of vertical climbing in
arboreal travel) and increase energy input
(eating gingers and other terrestrial herbs, or
bark from tree buttresses and roots). None of
these efficiencies generate large energy savings
but if E Bornean habitat is as poor as believed,
generalized penny-pinching may be the main
possibility.
We have then been surprised to find that our
orangutans travel farther than reported in
other morio studies. Travel is one of if not the
most costly activities, so morio is expected to
limit travel costs. Published findings show independent morio females travel, on average, less
than 300 m daily—probably much less if they
are mothers with dependent offspring. Our
preliminary results show mothers with dependent travel over 425 m daily on average. The
probable explanation is varied habitat in our
study area. Orangutan resources are not
spread evenly throughout our study area, so
orangutans may have to travel relatively long
distances to satisfy their food needs.

Conservation.

The field work we
are doing has conservation benefits
beyond the scientific findings. Our
regular orangutan observations results
in monitoring the study area, one result
of which has been detecting illegal activities in KNP. This has enabled KNP
authorities to catch intruders and stop
the problems.

Also in the course of studying orangutans, we have identified 32 other mammal, 94 bird, and 261 tree species.
They include 3 other endangered priPutri and Pur eating the heart of an endemic palm
mates (Presbytis hosei cannicus, Hylobates
muelleri fumereus, Nasalis larvatus), 10
By all accounts, morio is the most energy threatened birds, and 24 tree species endemic
stressed of all orangutans because of the very to Borneo. Presbytis hosei cannicus was believed
poor, unreliable food productivity of E Bornean eradicated from KNP. These findings help build
habitat. Energy spending efficiencies should a good case for the park’s biodiversity value.
then be very important to morio , to offset low
We also see developing interest in our site. In
energy intake. We see several patterns that
2011, we hosted five brief professional visits,
may help reduce energy expenditures.
three MA thesis studies, and field internships
Our orangutans re-use old nests relatively for local university students. All help boost the
often (ca 18% night nests), about the same rate importance of the park and its value.
as morio in Sabah. Nest re-use does not seem
necessary in our area (many nest sites are avail- In summary, our early findings show that
able), so it could represent energy savings. KNP and its orangutans are recovering well
Our orangutans also nest often in the last tree from the severe damage they have suffered, in
in which they fed for the day, even when they at least some areas. They also suggest morio
fed on the tree’s fruit—a rare pattern else- patterns different than those published. If they
where. This saves the cost of travelling else- hold up, they should improve understanding of
where to nest and ensures first access to the orangutans in KNP and as a whole, and contribfruit the next day. Finally, we find food remains ute to effective conservation strategies.
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Orangutan News From Sepilok
Charmaine Quinn
Editor’s Note: Charmaine’s stories are amusing and tell
us lots about orangutan minds. They also show problems
caused when ex-captives maintain human involvement.

around the kitchen trying to bust in. They watch our
every move and the locks, and even knock on the
door. When someone answers a knock by opening
the door (you think it may be staff), the thieves are
standing there and try to race inside.

I recently returned from my yearly volunteer work
at Sepilok Orangutan Rehabilitation Centre, Sabah,
where I have helped nursery and juvenile groups in
forest schools for the past 6 years. Rehabilitation
can be a long process. It has both social and ecological aspects, to help them to socialize with other
orangutans, and to learn how to survive in the forest.
Wild orangutans learn much from their mother, but
rehabilitants are orphans who rely on humans for
help. They have little fear of humans, and often leave
the forest for the clinic, where they were raised and
fed, to get food and comfort. Returning to the clinic
is detrimental to their long-term well-being: they
need to learn to prefer orangutan vs. human life.
Younger orangutans are the worst culprits, often
returning to the clinic although they know they are
not allowed there. Orangutans are natural observers.
Rehabilitants, unfortunately, use this ability to track
staff comings and goings and to learn to unlock and
open doors. Three of the main culprits are Miskam,
Oscar and Ganang, who return almost daily and hang

I have often heard Oscar knock on the kitchen door,
trying to get in to steal the babies’ powdered milk
(he has succeeded many times, destroying kitchen
cabinets in the process). He once sauntered into the
store room, opened the fridge door, took a loaf of
bread, closed the door, and ran off with his prize. He
is very destructive, often pulling light fixtures and
telephone wires down. His main focus is food and
he will do anything to obtain this.

Oscar 2011 (12 years old)
See BOS Canada’s 2010 newsletter,
where Oscar was a hero

The rangers take Oscar back to the forest most
days, only to find him back in clinic shortly after. It
will be a long road ahead for Oscar's rehabilitation at
this rate. The centre hopes to see him in the future
spending his days in the forest, where his future will
not be limited to lurking around the clinic and getting
into trouble. He is a great forager and nest builder
so he should be in the next group released to freedom in Tabin Wildlife Reserve. A post-monitoring
team will follow him and a few others for two years.

Adopt a wild Orangutan in Kutai National Park
(see www.orangutan.ca)
Adoption donations help protect wild orangutans in Kutai National Park,
through the Orangutan Kutai Project and Kutai National Park Authorities. The OK Project has found over 35 orangutans at its field site within
the national park, and you can adopt one of them.
What adoptions support.

Darwin

These orangutans are wild, so your
adoption supports efforts to protect them and their habitat by helping to fund OK's collaborative
work with Kutai National Park
authorities. OK does not interfere
with their lives beyond monitoring
and strives to minimize impact on
the park itself. The project’s regular work involves following these
orangutans nest to nest, monitoring conditions (food availability,
weather) that influence their
health, habitat use and travel, and
monitoring human incursions into
Kutai National Park.

OK activities support Kutai’s orangutans in these ways:
• Understanding. Following and monitoring improves understanding of
these orangutans’ behaviour, life patterns, preferences, and forest needs.

• Speaking out. Publicizing findings to scientific, political, and public
audiences raises awareness of the recovery of Kutai's orangutan population and habitat, their importance, and their unique qualities.
• Being there. Field researchers are recognized to help protect
orangutans and habitat by their regular presence and monitoring. OK
field staff are continuously active in the park and have already helped
reduce illegal human activities there.
• Enhancing conservation effectiveness. The OK project applies its
findings about KNP orangutans and habitat to develop more effective
orangutan conservation and management programs around the park.
What we give back to donors.
BOS Canada and the OK project cannot
guarantee to monitor each individual
orangutan adopted continuously—
youngsters grow up and leave their
mothers, and mature males are often
transient visitors.
We can guarantee to send an annual
report to active donors on the year's
major orangutan events, new scientific
findings and contributions to conservation, and updated photographs and
stories on all the adoptees that could be
found and monitored.

Pur
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How Orangutans Manage Conflict
Ignore not War? By Amber Jones
Amber is a York Univ. PhD student studying orangutan conflict. Her work is important because orangutans suffer greatly from conflict with humans. Better understanding of what provokes conflict in
orangutans and how orangutans handle them helps
inform efforts to mitigate orangutan-human conflict.
This summer I visited the Sungai Pengian
Orangutan Rehabilitation Station, Jambi province, Sumatra. It sits at the edge of Bukit Tigapuluh National Park, the largest protected area of
lowland rainforest in Sumatra. Operated by the
Sumatran Orangutan Conservation Programme
and the Frankfurt Zoological Society, this program has rehabilitated and reintroduced about
130 ex-captive orangutans into the park since
2002. Staff at the station monitor rehabilitants
post-release and care for soon-to-be-released
orangutans housed in socialization cages.
My purpose was a pilot study on how orangutans manage social conflict. Many primates, including the other great apes, reconcile a portion
of their disputes with physical touch, like hugs,
kisses, or grooming; sometimes mere proximity
does the trick. Non-involved group members
may occasionally console victims after a fight,
demonstrating empathic concern and cognitive
abilities to understand another’s point of view.
So far there has been no systematic study of
how orangutans negotiate disputes, so I’m eager
to investigate what behaviors prevent conflict,
what forms their conflicts take, and whether or
not reconciliation and consolation occur.
Some days I accompanied staff to the forest to
observe released orangutans. Several juveniles
and a couple of subadult males frequented the
area around camp. Two of my favorites were
Violet, a small juvenile female, and Manchester
United (a.k.a. MU), an older juvenile male.
When I arrived these two were caged together
with Tobi, a subadult male. The three got along
wonderfully: playing, wrestling, putting sacks on
their heads. Staff released MU and Violet together during my stay, and they remained inseparable—mostly on Violet’s account, based on
my observations. Wherever MU went, Violet
was close behind. Almost all their interactions
were friendly; they played, foraged and traveled
together each day and shared a nest at night.
That is, Violet built nests and MU slept in them
(sometimes he contributed some leaves). I
started to wonder if conflict wasn’t the best
topic to study in orangutans.
Finally I observed a few instances of conflict
between these two. They were always about
food that MU had and Violet didn’t, and usually
food offered by or stolen from staff. A pattern
emerged. First Violet begged, ogling MU’s
mouth and food from only a few inches away,

and MU studiously avoided her gaze. When she
reached to take some, MU casually moved the
food out of reach just before she could touch it.
Sometimes he’d slightly shift his shoulders or
back toward her, nonchalantly protecting his
food with his body. She’d try again, he’d shift
again. After a few rounds, he’d sometimes swipe
at her and she’d flinch dramatically then, after a
moment, try again. Eventually, MU would give
up leftovers, dropping a bit to the side or allowing her to take it from his hand, mouth or foot.

Violet tries to peer over MU’s shoulder as he
eats a piece of fruit finagled from staff
(Photo: © Amber Jones)
Whether MU gave in because he was weary of
the conflict or just finished eating wasn’t clear.
There was no real drama except Violet’s occasional whines or shrieks. And once she got a
bite of MU’s food, she happily stuck it in her
mouth (even if it was just a peel) and both
moved on to something else. These disputes
and their outcomes are curious because they
differ from a typical primate conflict pattern:
aggression, dispersal, and conciliatory reunion.
MU and Violet never showed this pattern. I
never saw their conflict escalate to aggression
(MU’s slow-motion swipe just didn’t seem to
qualify) and after conflict the two remained
close together, carrying on their business as if
there had never been a disagreement.
Other days I collected data at the cages and
observed occasional mild to moderate quarrels
over food or enrichment items like burlap sacks
and leaves for nesting. For example, sometimes
there were conflicts between Franki, a juvenile
male, and Masita, a young adult female, when he
would try to grab her food or leaves. Usually
she was tolerant, ignoring him in typical orangutan fashion, moving her possession out of his
reach or occasionally letting him get away with a
bite of food or small twig. But sometimes she
was intolerant and would suddenly grab, wrestle
and bite him. Franki would scream and try to

roll away, but Masita would yank him around by
his hair. At this point, an interesting thing occurred: Barcelona, a juvenile female smaller than
Masita, would dash over, pull the two apart, and
threaten them with a wide-open mouth. The
fight would quickly break up, Franki climbing up
to his corner and Masita and Barcelona resuming prior activities. That was it, conflict over.
At other times Barcelona seemed subordinate
to Masita: Masita often displaced Barcelona from
a metal nest at the top of the cage and staff
almost always fed Masita first because when
empty-handed she tended to snatch food from
Barcelona and Franki. Yet if Masita bullied
Franki, Barcelona came to his rescue. As far as I
could tell, this apparent fluidity in the hierarchy
seemed largely restricted to mediating conflict.
(I did once observe Barcelona annoy an ear of
corn out of Masita, but without aggression from
Barcelona or avoidance by Mastita.)
When I arrived at the Station I had preconceived notions about how conflict might play
out among rehabilitant orangutans. Based on
research with other primates, I figured conflicts
would not be uncommon and would be characterized by aggression, opponents dispersing post
-conflict, and former opponents subsequently
making up a portion of their disputes. Instead, I
found that conflicts were not terribly common
and neither were aggression, dispersion or reconciliation. Most of the time orangutans were
tolerant of others’ begging, stealing, and other
mildly annoying behaviors. For the most part,
beggars and would-be-thieves were constantly
testing boundaries but seemed to know what
they could get away with without eliciting aggression. Those on the receiving end of such
misbehavior typically avoided conflict by ignoring the offender, calmly protecting the item of
interest and/or eventually conceding a portion
of it—sometimes an undesired part (e.g., fruit
peel, string off a sack). It was fairly rare to see
an overt conflict characterized by aggression.
Twelve weeks’ observation led me to conclude
that orangutans are quite good at avoiding and
preventing conflict by negotiating compromise.
This jives with their apparent infrequent reconciliation: if conflicts are resolved with cooperation, no apology is necessary. Moreover, that at
least one orangutan apparently mediated others’
conflicts suggests that she (and probably others)
dislikes and is upset by conflict, preferring peace
and quiet. Perhaps for orangutans, overt conflict
is more uncomfortable and possibly costly than
bargaining to solve disputes without aggression.
I plan to return to the Station next year to conduct further observations to more fully examine
the ways orangutans avoid and resolve conflicts.
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Spying on Orangutans & What They Think About That
By Adam Bebko
was watching me, Pur waved his hand back
and forth in front of his eyes, while smiling, as
if playing a game of peek-a-boo with me.
Another day, the two of them had been in the
same tree for about 8 hours eating ripe fruit,
when all of a sudden they started to move
again. As I grabbed my clipboard and backpack, they dropped down low in the trees. I
started to follow them slowly as they headed
up a small ridge nearby. At the top of the
ridge, they both turned towards me and
stared right into my eyes for a good 30 seconds straight, as if to say, “Look at that silly
human... Watch this!”
© Adam Bebko

Adam is an MA student in Psychology at York University, studying orangutan cognition about space,
i.e., what’s where. His findings have implications for
conservation: if orangutans rely on knowing where
to find specific foods, translocating them to new,
unfamiliar areas may hurt rather than help them.

This past summer, I travelled to Borneo for
four months to collect data for my Master’s
thesis on wild orangutans’ travel patterns
and memory. I stayed at Dr. Russon’s new
orangutan field post in Kutai National Park,
one of the few remaining areas where wild
orangutans survive in strong numbers in E
Kalimantan. Typical days were spent bushwhacking by machete with the Indonesian
research team, either observing orangutans
or identifying orangutan resources.
I had the pleasure of observing upwards of 15
different orangutans and a host of other animals of every shape and size, including monkeys, hornbills, giant squirrels, tarantulas and
even a huge python. But none of these encounters affected me as much as my encounters with two orangutans, Putri and Pur
(shown in the photo above).
This mother-son pair lives in the area around
the research post. Though they hadn’t been
seen for several months, one morning they
finally turned up in a fruit tree very close to
the post. That night, they made a nest right
outside my bedroom window in a tree about
15m away. It was unbelievable. For the next
week or so they remained in the area around
the post, which made for very convenient

observation conditions. Instead of packing
food and gear to last an entire day, we could
go back to camp at any time to get lunch or
a fresh cup of coffee. One day they moved
around to the front of camp, where they
were visible from our kitchen and bedroom
areas. It was unreal sitting on the porch of
my bedroom watching wild orangutans,
thinking about how, in mere weeks, I would
be back in the hustle and bustle of downtown Toronto.
After watching the two of them for several
days, I found that both had strong personalities, but that was where their similarities
ended. Putri (the mother) was very ornery.
Even after days of observation, she persistently made aggressive noises and threw
huge branches down at us from the treetops, when most other orangutans would
have long since warmed up to our presence—or at least got bored with us. Some
team members even saw her get into a fight
with a young male over who got to stay in a
tree with ripe fruit.
In contrast to Putri, her son Pur (photo on
the right, looks about 3) is a darling. While
“the grouch” was whiling away the mornings
in her nest, Pur was out and about being
extremely cute. He’s very interested in humans and watched the research team nonstop. He liked to break off tiny little
branches, and wave them at us, and then
quickly hide under them–even though his
entire body was still visible. One day, while
his mom was snacking away on fruit and he

I looked down for a split second to get my
footing, and when I looked back up they had
completely vanished! Not even a leaf was
swaying, as if they had never been there. I
rushed up the ridge, looking frantically in
every direction, but there was no sign of
them. I was amazed that an animal as big as
myself could disappear so silently and completely, especially with a little baby in tow. I
returned to the base camp, puzzled and a
little dejected that orangutans had outsmarted me.
When Dr. Russon looked up in surprise at
our early return, all I could think to say was,
“You haven’t seen a giant furry thing swing by
this way, have you?”

© Adam Bebko
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Mitigating Human-Orangutan Conflict in North Sumatra
By Panut Hadisiswoyo — conservation grant recipient 2010
Orangutan Sumatera Lestari —- Orangutan Information Centre (OIC)
Kompleks, TASBI, BLOK RR 98, Medan 20133, North Sumatra, Indonesia
www.orangutancentre.org/info@orangutancentre.or

This OIC program aims to support the conservation of wild Sumatran orangutans by mitigating conflicts with humans, focusing on
farming communities and crop-raiding orangutans around Gunung
Leuser National Park. Its objectives are:
1.

Gathering information on the prevalence of human-wildlife
conflict (HWC) and how local farmers deal with it;

2.

With a newly established working group, developing best practices and standard operating procedures for mitigating HWC.

3.

Establishing and managing a human-orangutan conflict response
unit (HOCRU) to assess and mitigate orangutan crop-raiding.

4.

Socializing mitigation methods to communities facing HOC.

Information gathering. OIC surveyed 1039 farmers in villages
adjacent to or near Gunung Leuser National Park, North Sumatra,
about their experiences with wildlife crop-raiding and their conflict
mitigation practices. Almost all (96%) suffered crop damage from
many species of wildlife and a third said it affected their livelihoods.
A minority ranked orangutans as the most problematic species, but
most ranked wild pigs,
monkeys and elephants as
worse. Of 217 farmers
reporting problems with
orangutans, most said cropraiding problems mostly
arose over durian fruits and
rubber trees (14%).
A
third of them said orangutan crop raiding tended to
be seasonal, mostly during
high fruit seasons. Only 9%
reported orangutan crop
raiding as serious, and 41 %
said it was not a serious
problem for their livelihoods. Most claimed they
would try to frighten
orangutans away and a few
said they would keep the
an orangutan crop-raiding in a petai tree
orangutan as a pet.
Over half the farmers had tried to mitigate wildlife conflict. Most
drove wildlife away by making loud noises or throwing things at
them; fewer used methods like spotlights, fires, traps, shooting or
poison. Nobody admitted shooting, eating or selling orangutans.
Almost all (99%) farmers claimed never to have caught a wild
orangutan and most (98%) stated that they knew it was illegal.

Rubber trees damaged by orangutans, who stripped their bark

Most of the 217 farmers reporting orangutan crop-raiding problems
said the local forestry department should handle conflicts and it was
active in managing this responsibility, although some thought the
officials responsible were not concerned about HWC,
Best practices for mitigating HWC. A multi-stakeholder collaborative workshop was held in November 2010, to review and discuss
a draft Human Orangutan Conflict Mitigation Best Practices document and to discuss, with key conservation agencies, the development of step-by-step procedures for addressing HOC in the province. The document on standard operating procedures for mitigating HOC has been finalized and now awaits only final approval and
signatures before it may be formally adopted and distributed
throughout the province. In result of extensive coordination with
key stakeholders through 2010 and 2011, in April 2011 the Governor of North Sumatra issued decrees HOC mitigation practices and
for the appointment of a coordination team for HWC mitigation in
North Sumatra. These are the first such decrees in Indonesia that
seriously address HWC mitigation and they elevate the issue to a
mandate of the Forestry Minister on the necessity for HWC mitigation and conflict prevention initiatives throughout the province. No
other province in Indonesia has managed to secure this, so it is a
major accomplishment for North Sumatra.
With this decree, local governments in North Sumatra are obliged
to respond to HWC issues with their own resources and budget
allocations, so they can establish HWC task forces to address wildlife conflict at the district level. Via this decree, local government
has also given stronger legal permission to conservation NGOs,
including OIC as a member of the HWC task force, to implement
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mitigation measures to tackle HWC problems in the field, and have
made HWC issues an important part of provincial policy development. This raises the importance of this issue, which in turn requires greater commitment from local government for natural resource conservation in North Sumatra.
The Human-Orangutan Conflict Response Unit. This unit, HOCRU, a specialized team that OIC established in April 2010, is responsible for investigating, assessing, and mitigating any reported
conflicts between farmers and orangutans. The team actively surveys
and patrols throughout northern Sumatra. It has responded to 45
reported conflicts in the last year, trained over farmers in bestpractice conflict mitigation techniques, and provided practical conservation education and outreach services throughout the region.
Team surveys have identified 50 orangutans isolated in agricultural
landscapes and cut off from GLNP, and reports to the team have
identified 30 more. Three wild and two semi-wild orangutans were
evacuated from conflict situations and then admitted to a rehabilitation and reintroduction program.

A villager practicing how to use a bamboo noise cannon that he built
after HOCRU training

Socializing HWC mitigation methods. From the program's inception in Apr 2010 until Sep 2011, the HOCRU has trained over 500
farmers in over 30 villages in making and using a low-tech noisemaker to scare wildlife away (a firecracker bamboo cannon), passive
methods for conflict avoidance and mitigation. The team also provides practical conservation education and explains the laws protecting orangutans and other wildlife from capture or harm, the reasons
for these laws, and the importance of wildlife and forest ecosystem
services that benefit humans. The HOCRU also delivered a presentation on orangutan conflict mitigation methods to staff of North
Sumatra’s natural protection agency and conservation. Finally, the
project produced and distributed resources throughout agricultural
communities, including 1,000 copies of each of: a poster advertising
an SMS centre for reporting conflict, key chains with the SMS number, and a quick guide leaflet on SMS centre details and how to deal
with human wildlife conflict safely and responsibly.

In addition to forming the HOCRU and working with local communities to deal safely with HWC, OIC has played an important role in
mobilizing the government to take action on HWC and thereby highlighting the need to initiate HWC mitigation programs throughout
North Sumatra. It remains crucial to maintain outreach efforts at the
local community level about these issues and mitigation strategies,
and to remain available to handle HWC cases in the field and to ensure that they are handled in a safe and timely manner.
Top: Sasa, a rehabilitant found raiding crops. Bottom: Sasa, being
evacuated to the SOCP rehabilitation center for better care.

BOS Canada is very pleased to have contributed to this important work.
The complete report on this project can be downloaded from the BOS
Canada website, www.orangutan.ca
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Ten Days in Kutai
By Michael Young and Dan Hammerschlag
In August of this year we had the privilege of spending ten days with
Dr. Anne Russon at Camp Kriu, a new wild orangutan research site
in the heart of Kutai National Park, on Borneo. [“Kriu” means
“orangutan” in the language of the local Kutai people.] Both of us being
Masters students in Environmental Studies at York University, we
were put in touch with Anne via a faculty member in our department. We had already committed to doing a four-week research
program in Indonesia, so we eagerly planned a side trip to visit
Anne and the orangutans on our way home.

danced about as we ate a delicious meal together on the first night
and watched movies from Anne's hip collection. Needless to say,
after a month of wet hammocks, and no protein, we were feeling a
bit spoiled by our new lifestyle.
Our time spent with Anne at Camp Kriu exceeded both of our
expectations. On day one, we happened upon our first orangutan,
Sissy, perched in a treetop near the river. She was with her daughter. Seeing a wild orangutan, let alone one with a child, was a pretty
incredible experience to have as first-day novices. We noted to
each other the irony of seeing Sissy in plain sight of the mine across
the river, where a man was simultaneously cutting down a tree. We
wondered what Sissy must think he's up to.
The following ten days were unforgettable. Up before the break of
dawn most days, we would trek through the lush, humid jungle in
search of orangutan nests, food remains, and ideally, an orangutan in
person. We also spent time helping phenological monitoring of the
area’s flora and mapping orangutan travel routes as a part of Adam's
research. On our second to last day we found Jenggot, a subadult
male who ranges in the study area, or perhaps more fittingly, he
found us. Early in the morning, while assessing the resources along a
travel route, we heard the familiar sound of branches shaking overhead. More macaques, we assumed. We were wrong. Emerging
from behind the cover of broad leaves, Jenggot appeared.

Our journey to visit Anne was a bit of an adventure in and of itself.
Leaving from a small island in the WAKATOBI marine park off the
southeast coast of Sulawesi, we set sail on a Tuesday afternoon.
The next eighteen hours were spent on a public ferry before we
docked in a small port town called BauBau, on the island of Buton.
Almost immediately, we boarded a Chinese built Modern Ark MA60 and flew via Makassar to the city of Balikpapan on Borneo. Anne
had already arranged for an overnight car to take us north, along
the coast, toward the park. After more than ten hours of driving
and almost two straight days of travel, the car pulled up to the
muddy Sangata river that borders Kutai National Park.
Awaiting us down a steep embankment was a guide and a small
boat, resembling a motorized canoe. Carrying our oversized packs,
we jumped aboard and headed up the narrow, winding, waterway
into the rainforest. Ten minutes later, nestled amongst dense secondary growth, the sign for Camp Kriu appeared. It was now Thursday afternoon. We jumped off the boat and headed up toward the
trees. Greeting us as we arrived was Purwo, the site manager,
Adam a fellow Masters student from York University and several
local guides. Anne was to arrive two days after us, although our
work would not wait until then to begin.
Camp Kriu was a bit of an oasis compared to our previous site in
Indonesia. Cozily setup, the camp is surrounded by forest, has a
central meeting station, big rooms for staff and visitors, and the
nicest mandis (bathrooms) either of us had seen in five weeks. Having grown accustomed to rice with rice, Purwo's cooking was another welcome treat. Three resident kittens hired to deal with mice

We were ecstatic. He was less so. He immediately started kisssqueaking, breaking branches and throwing them at us. It was clear
that we were to follow on his terms. And we did. We followed
Jenggot for two straight days, keeping a respectful distance, observing his behavior and tracking his movements. We would meet him
at his nest before sunrise, and leave him as he went to sleep in the
evening. The unrivalled, raw connection of experiencing this magnificent creature will never fade. It is not something that can be read
about or recreated through lecture or textbook.
Besides the transformative experience of meeting great apes, there
was a plethora that we learnt while staying at Camp Kriu. One of
the more disturbing lessons was of the tenuous nature of conservation in Indonesia. Kutai National Park was badly damaged by fires in
1982-3 and 1997-8. Having destroyed much of the primary forest,
Anne explained that the fires led to the park being written-off by
many, including conservationists. As Anne will attest, however, the
secondary growth may actually provide rich habitat for orangutans
and a healthy ecosystem for many other species. One can see that
without Anne's research presence vying for the importance of the
park, the area could be rezoned and swallowed by industry, or pillaged by illegal loggers and poachers.
The reality of environmentally destructive industry in Borneo is
ever-present. There is a mine in eyesight of the park big enough to
be seen from space. It is in fact one of the largest coal mines in the
world. Pretty scary! Seeing the mine so close to Kutai’s recovering
forest reinforced the terrifying possibility of losing the park.
When you consider that Indonesia is the second most important
area globally for biological diversity and that Borneo represents one
of the few remaining lungs of the planet, protecting Kutai might be
protecting the world.
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Orangu-trivia
Why are orangutans orange? It doesn't seem to be a good camouflage color.
Many people think orangutans’ orange color makes them highly visible, but it can camouflage them too. Keep in mind, however, that
orangutans may not need camouflage given their great size and
strength. Reddish hair is also quite common in other primates and
mammals (e.g., proboscis monkeys, red leaf monkeys, tree shrews,
squirrels, deer , flying foxes, etc.), so it can’t be a major problem.
Whether orange works as camouflage depends on surroundings.
Some species that live deep in the ocean are bright red, but in that
context red is good camouflage because it doesn’t stand out in the
minimal light of their underwater world.
Something similar applies to orangutan orange. In their normal rainforest habitat, being orange can let orangutans vanish. The explanation lies in the way sunlight penetrates the forest. Orangutans’ forests are tall and dense, so most sunlight that reaches lower levels of
the canopy got there by bouncing off vegetation. Vegetation reflects
green light—the color we see—but absorbs red and orange. By the
time sunlight has bounced down through the canopy, it has been
robbed of its ability to reflect reds and oranges. So while orangutans
look bright orange in direct sunlight, in shaded areas under the canopy or on the forest floor they look like large, dull brown lumps of
dead wood. In the shade, they are so well camouflaged that I have
not seen them sitting quietly on the ground even though I walked
past only 0.5 meters away. Twice I almost tripped over them.
Check it out—find the orangutan in the photo to the right.
I heard this explanation in a talk by Jared Diamond on his studies of
birds of paradise in Papua-New Guinea. He described male birds of
paradise displaying by dancing up and down in columns of dappled
light created by gaps in the canopy. Dancing in these light columns
moves them between shade and direct sunlight, so it also changes
them from dull brown to shining gold.

Visitor Effects in Zoos:
Familiarity is Key
By Joshua Smith

familiarity may be important in predicting and avoiding ape-human conflicts.

Josh Smith is a PhD student in York Psychology. This article
reports his most recent analyses from his study on apehuman interactions at the Toronto Zoo.
Analyses have confirmed preliminary results that I
reported in the 2010 BOS Canada newsletter. Familiarity is a key factor in predicting Toronto Zoo orangutans’ and gorillas’ interactions with humans. Human
familiarity, notably whether a relationship existed between a human and an ape, was a very strong predictor
of ape-human interaction patterns. Interactions with
familiar personnel were different from those with unfamiliar visitors in both quantity and quality: those with
familiar humans were more frequent, longer, and involved different behaviors. Findings have implications
for zoo management: interactions with humans can
have positive as well as negative effects on zoo apes,
for instance. They may also be important for ape rehabilitation and tourism: familiar humans may be important in guiding ex-captive apes’ learning, and human

Findings have important implications for visitor effect studies (VES) that assess the impact
of human visitors on zoo primates. These VES typically lump all zoo primates and all
humans regardless of age, sex, species, or familiarity. Researchers then draw conclusions
about human impacts, typically that humans uniformly stress zoo primates, and make
management recommendations to alleviate these impacts. My study shows problems with
this VES approach. First, the behaviors that TZ apes directed to humans differed between
adult and immature apes and between ape species: that is, all TZ apes did not behave the
same way with humans. Second, TZ apes did not behave the same way with all visitors:
that is, visitor effects were not uniform. Apes’ interactions with visitors I knew to be
familiar were more like their interactions with zoo personnel than with unfamiliar visitors.
Thus, apes are differentiating visitors—but VES researchers are not. Lumping either apes
or humans may therefore lead to flawed conclusions about visitor impacts and flawed
recommendations to management. Overall, human impacts on zoo apes go beyond
“visitor effects” and may not to be as uniform as VES suggest. Considering ape-human
relationships and ape initiatives may help show previously overlooked complexities.
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BOS Canada Donation
I would like to make a tax-deductible donation of $ ____________ to BOS Canada
to support orangutan protection projects.
Name:

____________________________________________________________________________

Address:

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

Phone:

__________________________

email:

_____________________________________

Send this form with your donation to BOS Canada, 74 Boultbee Av., Toronto ON M4J 1B1, Canada
BOS Canada is a registered Canadian Charity # 86282 4786 RR000
You can also donate online, by credit card, through our web site www.orangutan.ca

BOS Canada
74 Boultbee Ave.,
Toronto ON, M4J 1B1, Canada
A registered Canadian Charity
# 86282 4786 RR000

